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a. The research 

The aim of this research was to examine how outdoor education emerges as a 

curriculum practice in rural New Zealand primary schools.  At the core of the research 

was the question: What are the factors that enable and constrain teachers’ ability to 

teach outdoor education in a rural New Zealand Primary school? The research draws 

on discussions with six primary school teachers, which were recorded as a descriptive 

narrative and analyzed thematically to identify the intertwining strands that influence 

how outdoor education emerges within the teachers approach to implementing the NZ 

Curriculum.  The findings show the research participants felt ill prepared to teach in the 

outdoors.  Confusion about nomenclature for defining the nature and purpose of outdoor 

education, the influence of historical practices, economic constraints, and a trend 

towards utilizing commercial outdoor centres for ‘ease’ of planning and safety 

management were all influential in shaping how the participating teachers approached 

integrating outdoor education into their teaching. The conclusion highlights that core 

decision making around outdoor education, such as what to teach, how to teach, and 

where to teach outdoor education needs to be investigated further so primary schools 

are better informed about quality pedagogy in, for and about the outdoors.  I intend to 

use my session to seek feedback from colleagues interested in this research to discuss 

how I can extend and explore my findings going forward in my PhD study.   

 

b. Why this research is important 

This research was a pilot project and part of my Certificate of Proficiency that 

enabled me to begin my doctoral studies.  When I began my literature review, I found 

that there is very little research in the field of primary school outdoor education and 

even less research that really links adventure to education in schools in Aotearoa New 



Zealand. I teach outdoor education to our students at the University of Auckland who 

are studying in the Bachelor of Physical Education and the Bachelor of Education 

programmes.  I hope to use what I have learnt from this project to shape and drive the 

next phase of my doctoral studies as well as to improve my teaching in the outdoors. I 

think this session am an ocean rower and through narrative inquiry, visual essays, and 

autoethnographic research methods, I am using my ocean rowing background as a 

platform from which to examine outdoor education and adventure hegemonies.  I am 

also exploring the discourses that influence the way in which ocean rowing is perceived, 

and outdoor education is defined.  I hope to be able to delve deeply enough into both to 

be able to see connections that will enable me to discuss how this impacts on teaching 

and learning in the outdoors.    

 

c. How the session could run 

I intend to link my current research in the outdoors to the Pacific Ocean row that I just 

completed, and to use that row as a metaphor for exploring teaching and learning in the 

outdoors.  I feel that a session with colleagues where we can brainstorm and explore 

the potential links between these areas would be hugely beneficial for me at this stage 

of my research career.  I envision the session running with a short presentation (10-15 

minutes) of my research to the group. I would then like to do a ‘bus stop’ brainstorm 

activity around some of the issues and connections.  Following that, I will use the 

remaining time to facilitate a group discussion (possibly sharing some of the bus stop 

information) and look for main themes.  I think this session will appeal to those in higher 

education interested in narrative inquiry, visual essays, autoethnographic methods, 

outdoor education and adventure hegemonies, and how they impact on teaching and 

learning in the outdoors as education increasingly moves away from traditional learning 

spaces. 
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